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Jazz trombone solos pdf
Music is one of the world’s greatest unifiers and one of its hidden gems is the jazz trombone. Whether you are an experienced musician or just starting out, you need the best jazz trombone to create your ideal songs. Adding structure and soul to jazz music, this instrument is essential to any jazz lineup. From the heartfelt swing to the unique transition
between notes, this essential brass musical piece takes your tunes to a whole new level. To help you on this journey, we have broken down the best jazz trombones available on the market. Now, all you have to do is start playing and let the tunes flow outward from your heart. 10 Best Jazz Trombone Review & Buyer’s Guide 01. Mendini by Cecilio Bb Tenor
Slide Trombone – Ideal Lightweight Option When you pursue the perfect trombone, one of the top things to consider is where you want your pitch to fall. If your entire ensemble is going to be playing in alto, then a tenor is out of the question lest your risk undesirable contrast. In most situations, however, the tenor is the trombone of choice. Allowing you to
seamlessly match the tone of your fellow musicians, your smooth beats will assist in the song’s flow. This high-quality unit is both sleek and aesthetically appealing, designed for ease of use no matter what your experience level may be. Since you will most likely be standing during both performances and practices, you will see a great benefit from the
lightweight design of this trombone. Highlighted Features Gold lacquer covering for a sleek appearance A strong and long-lasting case for transport Plays in a tenor key for easy jazz music .500-inch medium bore with an 8-inch bell Includes tuning instruments for simplicity Pros Comes with white gloves Includes cleaning material Lightweight and balanced
Cons Subject to denting Lower-quality material 02. pInstruments pBone Plastic Trombone in Blue – Great for Casual Musicians Perhaps you are a casual musician who likes to play once in a while. This trombone gives you the opportunity to hone your skills without making too big an investment. One of the biggest draws of this trombone is its appearance.
Coming in bright blue, orange, and purple options, it gives you the ideal opportunity to stand out from the crowd and really get noticed. Another benefit is that, even though it is plastic unlike traditional models, it functions just like a regular trombone. Weighing in at less than 2 lbs, you get the benefit of ergonomic design and easy function. The lockable slide
lets you hit notes with precision and reduces the amount of damage resulting from wear and tear. Make the most of all of your time playing jazz by opting for this comfortable jazz instrument. Highlighted Features Fiberglass locking slide for the precise playing of exact notes Lightweight and easy to move between gigs Features multiple mouthpieces for
sanitation and simplicity Comes with a carrying case included so you can store and tow Pros Easy to maneuver and transport High functionality for quality sounds Bold appearance with bright colors Cons Lack’s cleaning supplies Not traditional manufacturing Subject to impact damage 03. Glory High Grade Bb/F Key Tenor Trombone- Prime Traditional
Model While jazz was once a cutting-edge musical art, the times have changed. Now, when people approach jazz music, it is with nostalgia for the booming ‘20s. If this describes your approach to this musical genre, then chances are you will love this choice trombone. With a gold finish, this brass-bodied instrument is designed to withstand the elements and
has proven its worth on the market. It allows you to channel the jazz greats from throughout all of history as you thrive in the Bb/F key zone. Of course, jazz relies on the smooth transition between notes to give that swaying feel. With user-friendly maneuvering, you get the benefit of quality and precision without stiffness. When you hit the stage, it is with the
full confidence that your instrument is on your team. Naturally, make sure the piece is properly tuned and you will be set to play. Highlighted Features Plays in the tenor musical range (needed for most jazz trombones) High-quality brass body for sturdiness and longevity Bore falls between .496 and .525 inches Pros Classic appearance Sturdy structure
Quality function Cons Lacks a tuning instrument Relatively heavy Less cost-effective 04. Trombone by Jean Paul USA – Ideal Streamlined Musical Piece Trombone is easily one of the most underrated musical instruments around. What listeners don’t necessarily realize is that the smooth sounds of the trombone provide the integrity that holds together jazz
music. In almost all cases, when you play this instrument in an ensemble, it needs to be in the Bb key. This makes sure that you can unite all of the other instruments with your sounds. Thankfully, this choice is both sleek and works in the ideal key. Another major consideration (once all you’ve accounted for all musical matters) is the look of your instrument.
When you perform as a jazz band, it is the same as working on a team. Just like sports groups have jerseys, musicians have instruments. It won’t help to stand out from the rest of your crew with an unfitting instrument. This trombone is the classic yellow body that integrates well with whatever other tools your band is using. Highlighted Features Tenor
instrument plays in the Bb key Full-bodied carrying case for easy transport Classic appearance to match all surroundings Includes cleaning cloth and white gloves Pros High-quality sound Lightweight for easy playing Low cost on the price spectrum Cons Subject to denting Only one mouthpiece 05. Selmer Prelude TB711 Student Trombone – Ideal for
Aspiring Musicians There is a well-known saying that says you need to accrue 10,000 hours of experience to become an expert in any field. Music is no different – if anything, it requires even more time commitment. If you are an aspiring musician that is looking to delve into the bold world of trombone, this is a great direction to take. The easy-to-use features
will keep you interested in continuing down the musical path. With everything from a balanced weight to a quality case, this brass instrument has everything you need. Since it doesn’t require much of an existing setup, you can start playing right off the hop. To ensure that the instrument stays intact over the long term, you will want to store it in the handy
carrying case in a safe environment. Highlighted Features Includes a Vincent Bach mouthpiece (12C) 8-inch brass bell (two pieces) to make cleaning simple Features a hard-shelled case for safety Bright appearance for a modern appeal Pros Lightweight model Chrome-plated nickel & silver Easy sliding feature Cons Subject to rusting No tuner included 06.
EASTROCK Tenor Slide Trombone – Perfect Choice for Young Musicians It’s no secret that, when it comes to the fine arts, it is better to start at a young age. For musicians beginning their trombone journey during youth, this is a fantastic instrument to start with. While it is a little higher on the pricing spectrum, the investment in quality is well worth the extra
share. With the value of top-tier manufacturing, this product uses thickened metal to encourage stable vibrations during play. The valves are spring-loaded and resist fading over the long term. In terms of the instrument’s feel, it is incredibly aerodynamic and lightweight. With well-tuned control, it makes it easy to sway back and forth while transitioning
between notes. Featuring an effective, stiff case, you will have a simple time towing the tool to and from your music lessons. Between uses, the case makes for a great way to store your trombone off to the side while avoiding impact damage. Highlighted Features Made of instrument grade copper with thickened brass High-quality sound due to controlled
vibration Durable instrument make for a long-lasting experience Includes a hard-shelled case for easy transport Pros Sturdy instrument Quality case included Good sound production Sleek appearance Cons Relatively high price Vulnerable to rust 07. Moz Trombone with Case & Mouthpiece – Ideal for Classically Trained Musicians A hard to get an item, this
trombone is a classic model – similar to what popular bands played in the golden days of jazz music. With a gold finish, it fits seamlessly with the instruments you accompany. Since it is so durable, you can comfortably take it with you everywhere you travel for continuing practice. Given that it is a brass instrument, it makes sense that the piece consists
almost entirely of brass material. Playing in a Bb key, you will achieve the ideal sounds throughout your performance. Simple to tune and maintain over the long term, this choice is great for experienced players. So long as you properly care for the instrument, it will serve you well for years to come. Highlighted Features Tenor trombone that plays in Bb key
Bore size of .469 inches and a bell size of 4.72 inches Comes with a mouthpiece and case Pros Quality manufacturing Study build and sleek look Classic trombone function Cons No cleaning materials No button features 08. pInstruments pBone PBONE2B Jiggs Mini Plastic Trombone – Ideal for Recreation & Enjoyment So, music runs in your family and you
are eager to teach the new generation. It is a pretty common approach to go with classic models. However, it is harder every day to reach the young. Trombone (and jazz altogether) is an art of the past. This beautiful music needs new players to take up the challenge and bring these classic sounds into current times. If you are looking to spark interest
amongst young musicians, this is a great way to start. The bright color makes it fun to participate and the highly user-friendly functionality adds value. You can easily teach your children in the way that you learned since the trombone works just like metal models. Producing a clear and vibrant sound, the trombone is seen here is a great way to engage children
in this classic art. Once they are involved in the art and have some practice under their belts, it will be much simpler to move forward onto sturdier models. Highlighted Features Bright blue, fun appearance for engaging kids in music Lightweight and easy to maneuver for young players Eb pitch which is ideal for beginning trombonists Locking slide making it
easy to precisely hit notes Pros Comes with carrying bag Bold design features High functionality Cons Only good for beginners Highly breakable material 09. Yamaha YSL-891Z Custom Series Trombone – Ideal Specialty Instrument Choice Gain the benefits of experience with this modern adaptation of the classic trombone. As you know, some of the
greatest names in this instrument’s history are Wycliff Gordon and Andy Martin. Since these two worked on the creation of this trombone, you get the advantages of their expertise. Taking value to the next level, this unit is both sturdy and exacting. Remaining lightweight in spite of its firm build, it is easy to maneuver with this instrument both in transit and
during your jazz sessions. Especially valuable for seniors, the smooth transitioning slide adds a significant level of ease to its function. This accommodates everything from arthritis and stiff joints to picky players who appreciate simplicity. If you want a top-tier level of function, this is a great choice. Highlighted Features Developed by two of the world’s most
famous trombone experts A classic golden appearance helps it blend with your ensemble .508” bore that has two lead pipes which operate interchangeably High functionality that gives a smooth and precise sound Pros Diverse playing options Sturdy build for longevity Easy to maintain Cons Relatively high price Deviates from classic pieces Vulnerable to
denting 10. Eastar B Flat Tenor Trombone with Slide F-Attachment: Perfect for The Most Demanding Musicians If you are the type of shopper that just wants to cut to the chase, be sure to check out this trombone choice. Including with it everything that you need for both upkeep and performance, you get a high-quality trombone for the least amount of effort.
Though it does require a significant amount of upkeep, provided you maintain it well, the unit lasts for a long time. For demanding musicians especially, sound quality is everything. The crisp pitches put out by this instrument let you excel on the trombone. Easily transition between notes as you make the sounds that bring the jazz ensemble together.
Highlighted Features Produces a clear pitch that comes through crisply Hand-hammered bell generates a quality sound Tenor instrument functioning in the Bb/F key Includes cleaning supplies, oil, gloves, and mouthpiece 528” diameter and 8.11” mouth Pros Creates a variety of sounds Long-lasting design Classic appearance Cons Vulnerable to rust Subject
to impact damage Requires frequent maintenance Buying Considerations of Best Jazz Trombone Any instrument purchase is an investment – both in time and money. To have the best possible experience with your trombone, ensure that you consider the following factors: Trombone type One of the first things you need to keep an eye on is the type of
instrument you are looking for. There is a big difference between a tenor, alto, and base trombone. It all comes down to the dimensions of the pipes and the looping features. Of course, these all create different sounds which will, depending on your needs, suit your musical style. Easily the most common choice is the tenor. Other options include valve units
that let you employ fast beats precisely and marching trombones with a compact design. So long as you stick to the basics and keep to the mode of your ensemble, you will have a good experience. Appearance If you want a classic trombone look, opt for something with a gold or brass finish. This keeps with the more traditional design and will allow you to
seamlessly match with fellow band members. For something bolder and with more of a pop, choose a brightly colored option. It not only lets you play but adds ornamental value to the home. Bore size Usually, tenor trombones have bore sizes on the smaller end. It drastically impacts the quality of the pitch and the result of the sound itself. Students usually
use around .500-inch bores whereas symphonies employ a .547 inch bore. In essence, the larger the bore, the thicker and warmer the sounds the unit will produce. Bell requirements Usually, this is more important to experienced musicians. For beginners, it is less of a concern. Bell size impacts the ultimate sound produced, with tenors having some of the
smaller bell designs. Within this scope, there are also single piece hand-operated bells and two-piece bells. While the latter is easier to use, the former tends to generate a more precise sound. Material While most trombones are made of metal, some newer options are formed from plastic. While, without a doubt, the brass option is a classic choice, plastic
has some merit too. It will never rust and isn’t vulnerable to water damage. On the other hand, if you are a professional musician (or want to become one), it is pretty important to opt for high-quality metal material. Price point Instruments are always an investment – and a worthy one at that. Still, because they come at such different cost arrangements, it is
important to consider what you expect from the tool. Lower priced options tend to make the same range of sounds, with less exactitude. While fine for casual musicians, if you want to take the art of jazz to another level, consider opening yourself up to a more sizeable investment. How to Set Up & Use Your Trombone In order to have the best possible
musical experience, there are some key steps to follow whenever you use your trombone. From setup to tear down, these hints preserve your instrument for the long term. Assembly: Before you do anything, clean all parts of the trombone with hot water and dry thoroughly with the proper cloth. Pull out the slide and place the mouthpiece onto its end. Once in
place, insert the slide onto the receiver. Tighten the components until they are firmly locked in the proper position. Tuning: If your unit didn’t come with a tuner, make sure to get one. Choose the note and make fine adjustments to change the length of the piping until you match the note on the tuner. Congratulations – you are all set to start playing your new
instrument. Now it is all a matter of practice. When you do so regularly, success is just around the corner. Cleaning: A key part of readying your trombone for future set up is in the disassembly. In essence, follow the setup rules in reverse order. Separate the slide from its receiver and then remove the mouthpiece. Clean all components with warm water and
ensure that they are properly dried. For added value, lubricate all connections with proper, instrument-grade oil. This adds sheen and lets you smoothly transition between notes. Storage: To make sure that your unit is good for future use, proper storage is essential. Keep your trombone somewhere easy to access, though not prone to dampness. Since water
leads to rusting, it is essential to keep the unit in its case and out of harm’s way. When you do so, it also limits the risk of impact damage by things falling on it (or the trombone itself succumbing to gravity). Dents damage the sound altogether in a way from which most instruments never recover. When you stick to these basics, it is easy to make your
instrument last a lifetime. From concerts to at-home practice, these tips make it both simple and fun to keep your jazz dreams alive. Dos and Don’ts with Your Trombone: While they are fairly straightforward and rooted in logic, it is still worth noting what behavior is best to use when handling your trombone. An easy way to break this down is with some habits
you want to develop those you should avoid altogether. Dos Clean regularly to keep the unit in good condition Keep lubricated to improve sound and quality Store somewhere safe for preservation and longevity Practice at least 5 times a week to stay on top of your game Don’ts Neglect maintenance, it will only lead to extra wear and tear Improperly store
since moisture begets rust and degradation Drop or bump because denting will make for the poor sound Maintenance Tips Proper maintenance is essential for any and all tools, whether they be instruments or household items. Since the sound it produces relies on upkeep, it is necessary to stick with these rules. Regular Cleaning: Use hot water to clean out
all parts of your trombone once you disassemble it. This stops particulate from damaging your sound quality and lets you play unencumbered by dust and debris. It also prevents wear and tear from the natural moisture in your saliva and avoids the culture of bacteria in the instrument. Greasing: To make sure that all the connecting pieces function well over
the long term, make sure they are properly lubricated. Of course, don’t just use any grease. Make sure that you lubricate with instrument-grade materials. This will keep your trombone running smoothly. Polishing: To keep your unit shiny and new, it is important to polish it on occasion. Select an instrument-recommended polishing material and use a
microfiber polisher to avoid scratching. This will ensure that you have a sleek instrument that gleans as you sway on stage. Storage: Stow your trombone in a firm-bodied carrying case. This prevents a plethora of potential damage from weather to impact. In the unfortunate event of dropping the unit, the case buries most of the force and stops dents from
forming. Transport: Whether going between home and music lessons or school and band practice, it is essential to carry your trombone in the proper case. A critical part of maintenance is how you handle the instrument when in transit. Prevent damage and avoid risk by moving your instrument with grace. FAQ’s of Jazz Trombone Getting the best jazz
trombone can be an overwhelming task no matter your level of experience. Naturally, you have some questions. Some of the most common inquiries are: How do I pick the best trombone? To have the best experience when you go instrument shopping, opt for a known name brand with a proven track record of success. Select something that works for your
needs in terms of key and pitch. Going with quality is always a good decision and allows you the best shelf life from the tool. When in doubt, look at the components. Choose a high-grade material with proper bore sizes and bell mechanisms. If you are looking even further into specifics, opt for something that matches your personal style while incorporating
the classical features. Since you are here to look into jazz trombones, stick with options that transition between notes smoothly and seamlessly. What do I look for in a good trombone? Keep your eye on the material, quality, and pitch. It all comes down to the function and the shape of the trombone itself. Select something with reinforced metal to ensure a
good vibration that doesn’t deviate easily. Choose a hand-operated bell feature to improve your overall control and stick with lightweight models. Though they are easier to dent, they are also a lot easier to use. As long as you are taking proper care, everything will work out well. Are trombones a beginner instrument? In short, yes, trombones can be
beginner instruments. Just like everything else in life, there is somewhat of a learning curve. If you are teaching a young user, ensure that you choose a lightweight option. Some modern trombones come in bright colors that help keep children engaged in the musical arts. All musicians start as beginners and every instrument is inherently different. As long as
you put in the necessary time and effort into your work, you will learn to play properly. Choose a unit that you really love to keep yourself practicing – your effort will pay off. How much does a trombone usually cost? Prices on instruments vary based on the brand, whether it is new or used, and the quality of the make. Keep this in mind as you shop since you
don’t want to forego quality to save a penny in the short term. Music is an investment that requires time and money. You will profit in time if you choose a quality instrument for your jazz pursuits. Generally speaking, trombones are available in the 3-figure price range. What’s the difference between a new and used trombone? While there is no inherent
difference between the two, there is a risk associated with used trombones. Minor dents and damage to the metal lead to small scale degradation that won’t necessarily be visible. To ensure the best possible musical performance, it is safer to opt for a new instrument. Of course, if the price is an issue, start small (with a used model). Later on, you will be able
to pursue new items to fine-tune your jazz endeavors. Is it better to buy or rent an instrument? Both options let you play the instrument, thereby gaining experience and knowledge. On the one hand, the bought instrument is entirely yours. It shows that you commit to learning and succeeding and prevents the financial risks of inadvertent damage. Conversely,
you can rent a trombone in a lot of places. It leaves you vulnerable to the germs and damage of previous users. In truth, music is a lifelong endeavor. Even when you rent at first, you will end up buying a jazz trombone down the line. Save yourself the investment without payoff by choosing wisely and purchasing your musical instruments. When it comes to
music, it is the truest of the arts, meaning there is no right or wrong answer. Embrace your truth and pick the direction that feels right to you. With proper maintenance and commitment to practice, you will choose the best jazz path for your unique needs. Conclusion Now you know all the essential information about choosing the best jazz trombone. Once you
decide on your goals as a musician, it is easy to begin your artistic journey. With countless great options, there is no shortage of choice. If you are just starting out, stick with simple choices for the ideal experience. Music is a long-term pursuit; take your time and everything will work out in your favor. jazz trombone solos youtube. best jazz trombone solos.
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